There is a widespread view that the human brain is so complex that it cannot be efficiently simulated by universal Turing machines, let alone ordinary classical computers. During the last decades the question has therefore been raised whether we need to consider quantum effects to explain the imagined cognitive power of a conscious mind.
Introduction
Human consciousness is often considered to be a hard problem that cannot be treated efficiently by classical computers. To explain the assumed superior capacity of the brain, it is sometimes speculated that quantum coherence and entanglement may be part of the solution.
Despite the present lack of understanding of the physical mechanisms behind the information processing of the brain, there is however one thing to be noted -quantum computing does not solve NP-hard problems (see e.g. [1] [2] [3] [4] ). Therefore, a quantum processor in the brain could possibly accelerate certain cognitive abilities, but hardly provide any major contribution to explaining the "Hard problem of consciousness" [5] .
A well-suppported current view is that the brain is a classical complex dynamical system showing self-organised critical behaviour (SOC) [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . In SOC models, the physical basis for consciousness may be emergent long-range functional correlations. Obviously, local quantum coherence and entanglement in specific brain and sensor components might influence the details of the complex dynamics. However, this will hardly enhance the computational power of the brain. And how that power is related to human perception, consciousness and thinking is probably a very different question.
The core of the problem is that quantum physics is often conjectured or postulated to add power to cognition without knowledge of what cognition really is. It certainly seems reasonable to assume that cognition is connected with physical processes in the brain, and quantum effects could possibly affect such processes. Whether that would influence consciousness, cognition and subjective experience is a different matter. In order to discuss quantum enhanced cognition, we need to relate to concrete classical computational models of the brain that effectively have not yet been formulated. However, even if they were known, the answer to the question of "Can biological quantum networks solve NP-hard problems?" would be a clear personal "no". Not even quantum computers solve NP-hard problems.
It is extremely interesting to see how the topic of consciousness and cognition in neuroscience and philosophy, with or without quantum effects, has evolved during the last three decades through the opinions expressed in the work of professionals in neuroscience, psychiatry, psychology, physics and philosophy that forcefully defend their established lines of thought and structures of knowledge [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . On the whole, there is little convergence. It is difficult to avoid the feeling(!) that the good old dividing line is more visible than ever: materialists versus dualists.
Only recently becoming conscious of those paradigms and "schools", I tend to agree with Dennett [30] that the canonical "Hard problem of consciousness" of Chalmers [5] is a chimera, leading us astray. This is also the view of Dehaene [18] . To me, the origins of consciousness and cognition are very concrete things that are already basically understood from a systems point of view of the brain. How that connects to subjective experience and personal perceptions -qualia -is a question of internal representation and reporting for human individuals. "Intentionality, meaning, and value" are certainly valid abstract concepts, but are necessarily coded and processed as physical information.
The mission of this paper is threefold: (i) to put quantum physics in its proper place biologically, (ii) to make probable that there are relevant top-down computational classical models of the brain meeting established bottom up experimental neurophysiological models, and (iii) to clarify where quantum effects just might play a role for cognition. No need to invent a universal mind, just hard persistent work to convince Nagel [32] that the modern materialist approach to life will not fail to explain the physical/biological foundations for consciousness, intentionality, meaning, and value. What is then the meaning and value of existence is a very different matter.
First we outline some views on the power of computation (Sect. 2), present some philosophical background (Sect. 3) , and describe coupled brain networks as dynamical complex systems (Sect. 4). Section 5 presents a review and analysis of the status of experimental knowledge of the structure and dynamics of global brain networks. The quantum aspects of cognition are discussed in Sect. 6, followed by some comments on quantum networks in Sect. 7.
What is the power of computing?
Unconventional computing (UCOMP) is a vast field covering various kinds of information processing different from von Neumann type of classical digital computing [3, 34] . The field deals with various forms of analogue computing, and key questions are [3] : (i) Can UCOMP provide solutions to classically undecidable problems? (ii) Can UCOMP provide more effective solutions to NP-complete and NP-hard problems? (iii) Are classical complexity classes and measures appropriate to any forms of UCOMP? (iv) Which forms of UCOMP are clearly and easily amenable to characterisation and analysis by these? And why? (v) Are there forms of UCOMP where traditional complexity classes and measures are not appropriate, and what alternatives are then available?
There is a long-held notion that some forms of unconventional classical computing can provide tractable solutions to NP-hard problems that take exponential time or memory resources for classical digital machines to solve [35] [36] [37] [38] , and the idea of solving NP-hard problems in polynomial time with finite resources is still actively explored [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . The question is then, what is the real computational power of UCOMP machines: are there UCOMP solutions that can at least provide significant polynomial speed-up and energy savings, or more cost-effective solutions?
The brain can be modelled as a heterogenous adaptive recurrent neural network (RNN). RNNs with rational weights are Turing-complete, meaning that they can simulate a universal Turing machine and vice versa. If the weights represented real numbers, the RNN would be super-Turing. However, this requires infinite precision and is not a realistic situation. The best we can achieve is most probably the computational power of adaptive RNNs [44, 45] .
Since analogue machines like RNNs can be efficiently simulated by digital computers [46] with "only" polynomial overhead, the conclusions of several decades of discussion and debate [1, 2, 47, 48] can be illustrated in terms of a number of "Laws" [3] : 1st Law of Computing: You cannot solve uncomputable or NP-hard problems efficiently unless you have a physical infinity or an efficient oracle. 2nd Law of Computing: There are no physical infinities or efficient oracles. 3rd Law of Computing: Nature is physical and does not solve uncomputable or NP-hard problems efficiently. Corollary: Nature necessarily solves uncomputable or NP-hard problems only approximately.
A natural consequence of the Corollary is the following: Natural problems solved by the Evolution do not represent really hard instances. Protein folding is in principle NPhard, scaling exponentially with time. The protein chains chosen by Nature to build biological systems must therefore involve fairly "simple" instances of NP-problemsotherwise we would not exist, folding would take too long. However, protein folding in biological systems does not take place from scratch -testing all instances and configurations. Nature is adaptive and coevolution has created efficient processes for assembling complicated proteins on catalysing enzymatic substrates (chaperones) in finite short time.
It follows that if we simulate a such a process digitally we will need adaptive machine-learning algorithms that can find the optimal routes through the energy landscape. In principle it also implies that it would be more efficient to use physical implementations of RNNs. The problem is that we cannot build physical RNNs with sufficient complexity -so far it has been necessary to simulate them in software using powerful digital computers. This is now beginning to change by the recent technological development (IBM, TrueNorth [49] ), making it possible to emulate spiking neural networks directly in stateof-the-art semiconductor hardware [49] [50] [51] , building exremely fast event-based systems for image processing [50, 52, 53] and deep learning [54] .
These conclusions also apply to quantum information processing (QIP). Certainly QIP is able to efficiently compute many problems that will take exponential resources for classical computers. But in the end, not even QIP can solve NP-hard problems. It follows that quantum networks cannot solve NP-hard problems efficiently -no good reason for making the brain a quantum processor in order to explain its computational capacity.
What do philosophers say about mind and matter?
The question of the nature of consciousness and self-awareness has bothered philosophers from little Lucy until today. The litmus-test is supposedly how you react when you look into a mirror -always a troublesome experience. Over the years, the issue of consciousness -especially self-consciousness -was mostly addressed by philosophers and theologists. During the 1960s a philosophical materialist view -Functionalism [55] was developed, assuming that the brain is a neuronal machine, and that everything can be explained on that basis. The quality of self-consciousness and the human brain has then come into new light with the advent of powerful computers and "deep-learning" adaptive algorithms, as well as through the quite dramatic progress in dynamic brain imaging.
The basic problem is the lack of operational definition and measure of consciousness and qualia. Philosophers have tended to group into opposing categories of "materialists" and "dualists". Materialists assume that consciousness is governed by physical law and can be understood in physical and chemical terms. They start from generic brain network models, investigate the dynamics, and compare with experimental results of brain imaging. Dualists argue that mind and brain are radically different kinds of thing -the mind cannot be treated as simply part of the physical world [56] . The dualist perspective is expressed by David Chalmers in terms of the "Hard problem of consciousness" [5] . Chalmers claims that the problem of subjective experience -qualia -is distinct from the set of physically computable brain processes and that the problem of subjective experience will "persist even when the performance of all the relevant functions is explained".
Dualists tend to invoke concepts that look supernatural from a materialist point of view. And, so far, materialists have not been able to explain the physical nature of consciousness and perception based on the workings of neural circuits and systems. This has led to a "battle between philosophers", illustrated by a series of papers and exchanges over the last two decades [5, 28, 29, 32, 33, [57] [58] [59] . The essence is illustrated by Nagel's conclusion [32] that the modern materialist approach to life has failed to explain consciousness, intentionality, meaning, and value. Nagel states that "this failure threatens the entire naturalistic world picture, extending to biology, evolutionary theory, and cosmology", underpinning the dualist view that it is impossible to reduce the mental level to the physical level.
An opposing view is that it rather represents a failure to recognise a basic fact of physics, formulated by the late Rolf Landauer: information is physical [60] . "Intentionality, meaning, and value" are certainly abstract concepts, but they are also consequences of human cognition and thinking -they don't exist in free space independent of brains thinking about them. To have an opinion about the meaning or value of something takes some thinking and costs energy. Subjective experience -qualia -necessarily involves information, and information is not abstract -it has substance and it involves energy and entropy. Transfer of information -communication -takes power.
This was succinctly expressed in 2014 by Dehaene [18] : Chalmers' hard problem of representing subjective experience is an ill-posed problem -the really hard problem is the complex of computationally hard problems describing the intricate dynamics of complex brain networks. Chalmers' hard problem will dissolve when computational modelling and brain imaging advances.
We might actually be there already: what is the neural representation of subjective experience when a dose of the psychedelic psilocybin dissolves a person's entire self, traceable to changes in specific synaptic couplings of specific brain networks, disconnecting the individual from previous "programming" [61] [62] [63] [64] ?
Arguably these changes of consciousness and self-awareness must correlate with changes of the intrinsic dynamic states of the network. These can be very sensitive to functional network connectivity. What is considered as "the self" in the absence of the drug, might be regarded as illusions (or the true self!) in the presence of the drug, or schizophrenic delusions in the case of pathological synaptic imbalance. A radical approach is to regard consciousness and self-awareness as illusions by default, like Dennett does [29, 30] , but this feels like a philosophical impasse.
The brain as a dynamic physical system

Large-scale brain networks
The brain forms a complex dynamic system [65] that can be modelled as a highly clustered small-world type of network [66] of highly inter-connected modules built from networks of spiking neurons. These modules form nodes that are sparsely connected to each other [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] , allowing both local and global information processing on a variety of timescales [14, 19, 67] .
Multiscale modelling of the structure and non-linear dynamics of the brain networks is a vast and active research field [7-9, 14-19, 67, 72, 78-102] , providing a computational foundation for understanding information processing in the brain and the emergence of consciousness and cognition.
To be able to critically assess the potential role of quantum effects on consciousness and cognition, we must first outline an up-to-date picture of the brain's network structure, couplings and dynamics. Spontaneous brain activity is organised into restingstate networks (RSNs) involved in internally guided, higher-order mental functions (default mode (DMN), central executive (CEN), and salience (SN) networks [69] ), and externally-driven, specialised motor and sensory processing (sensorimotor (SMN), auditory (AN), and visual (VN) networks) [72] . Cerebellar (CN) networks lie in between, involving both mental and motor processing.
The Default (Mode) Network (DMN) [70, 71] describes the resting state function of the brain and is responsible for intrinsic awareness and self-generated thought. The Central Executive Network (CEN) (also called Executive Control Network, ECN [73] ) is responsible for extrinsic awareness (focused attention) that regulates executive functions that control and mediate cognitive processes, including working memory, reasoning, flexibility, problem solving, and planning. The Salience Network (SN) [73] is implicated in the detection and integration of emotional and sensory stimuli, and in modulating the switch between the DMN and CEN, i.e. switching between introspection and attention. The connectivity within the SN distinguishes between unconscious and minimally conscious states [73] . The Frontal Mesocircuit Network (FMN) [76] serves as the basic underlying dynamic driver of the forebrain cortical networks and is necessary for supporting consciousness and governing the quality of consciousness. The Cerebellar Network (CN) [74] is of central importance for motor control, and is involved in some cognitive functions such as attention and language as well as in regulating fear and pleasure responses. In addition, there is a number of more local specialised attention/action networks for input/output functions: the Sensorimotor Network (SMN) [77] , the Auditory network (AN), the Visual Networks (VN), and the Olfactory Network (ON). Disruptions in activity in various networks have been implicated in neuropsychiatric disorders such as depression, Alzheimer's, autism spectrum disorder, schizophrenia and bipolar disorder (see e.g. [69, [75] [76] [77] ).
Brain networks show self-organised critical dynamics
There is a host of evidence that much of the brain dynamics is poised at the edge of chaos [14, [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] . Three decades ago, Kauffman [103] described criticality and coevolution to the edge of chaos and avalanches in biological systems, and Bak [6] introduced the concept of self-organised criticality (SOC) and illustrated the fractal structure of avalanches at all scales with the formation and behaviour of a pile of sand. SOC represents a "global" systems description in terms of universality and critical exponents, and applications to real systems for interpretation of the dynamics must be done with great care, as is evident from a history of successes, controversies and open questions [83, 85, 86, 104, 105] .
The brain performs reservoir computing
As already discussed, there is now plenty of experimental support for modelling the conscious brain as a complex dynamic system poised at the edge of critical behaviour, separating chaotic and ordered states [9] [10] [11] [12] . In SOC models, the physical basis for consciousness may be emergent long-range functional correlations. In this situation the system is very sensitive to external perturbations, like input from different kinds of sensors, and it can produce fast response.
Reservoir computing (RC) [14, 106, [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] ] is a brain-inspired machine learning framework [14] that employs a signal-driven dynamical system, in particular harnessing common-signal-induced synchronisation which is a widely observed nonlinear phenomenon. RC has been applied to a variety of physical systems [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] , and in particular to information processing in brain-like networks [92, 93, 110, 113] . In particular, Enel et al. [92] compared reservoir model activity to neural activity of the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex of monkeys, training a reservoir to perform a complex cognitive task initially developed for monkeys. The reservoir model inherently displayed a dynamic form of mixed selectivity [119] , key to the representation of the behavioral context over time, and revealed similar network dynamics as the cortex [92] .
A comprehensive and very readable discussion of the present status of brain reservoir computation is provided by Maass [14] . Maass emphasises that neural networks in the brain are not the kind of homogeneous artificial neural networks that are suitable for generic computation of Boolean circuits, or searches in energy landscapes for optimisation of cost functions. Neural networks in the brain consist of feed-forward and feed-back coupled heterogeneous nodes containing a variety of spiking neurons that are connected by different types of synapses with short-term and long-term dynamics. The short-time dynamics of excitatory and inhibitory neurons/synapses depend on the structure of the pulse trains, making it history-dependent. All of this puts important constraints on computational models.
One might think that such a heterogeneous recurrent neural network might not be suitable for computations. However, Nature has successfully evolved such brains, and they are sometimes regarded as superior to digital computers. Naturally they may therefore be difficult to simulate. Nevertheless, there is a computational model for which a diversity of computational units and time constants is a clear advantage, namely the liquid computing paradigm [14] , which together with the "echo-state" model [107] is referred to as reservoir computing (RC). The liquid computing model is designed for biological neural networks governed by noise, diversity of units, and temporal aspects related to spikes.
Following Maass [14] , RC models conceptually divide neural network computations into two stages, a fixed generic nonlinear pre-processing stage and a subsequent stage of linear readouts that are trained for specific computational tasks. In the pre-processing stage, different types of neurons and subcircuits within the recurrent network produce a large number of potentially useful features and nonlinear combinations of such features, out if which projection/readout neurons can select useful information for its target networks. In this way even seemingly chaotic dynamics of a recurrent local network can make a useful computational contribution. Furthermore, there is a connection to machine learning using Support Vector Machines (SVMs). An SVM also consists of two stages: a generic nonlinear preprocessing stage (kernel) and linear readouts. The kernel projects external input vectors nonlinearly onto vectors in a much higher dimensional space. One can view a large nonlinear recurrent neural network as an implementation of such a kernel, where the network response to an input corresponds to the kernel output [14] . An important advantage of a two-stage computational model is multiplexing: the same first stage (the kernel) can be accessed by an unlimited number of linear readout neurons that learn to extract different computational results for their specific target networks.
Experiments show that the networks in the brain are changing continuously: connectivity, neurotransmitters and neural codes. Nevertheless, those spiking networks provide stable computational function in spite of ongoing rewiring and network perturbations [14] . Probabilistic computations are now playing a prominent role in many models in neuroscience. Stochasticity of spiking neurons enables the network to solve problems in a heuristic manner -each network state represents a possible solution to a problem, and the frequency of being in this network state encodes the fitness of the solution. This suggests a possible relation between flickering internal states of brain networks, and the response in terms of perception and behaviour.
Brain network percolation model of sensory transmission
Current neurocomputational efforts often state that the goal is to understand consciousness and cognition manifested in sufficiently complex biological networks. In order to do precisely that, in a recent theoretical study of a model for thalamo-cortical structure, Zhou et al. [87] described a systems-level network approach to explaining brain network processing under deep anesthesia, to account for EEG patterns, disruption of information flow, and neurobiological function together. The work also compared to clinical observations during loss of consciousness under general anesthesia.
Zhou et al. [87] used a network model with a single percolation-probability parameter without considering many biological details. The model [87] consists of a layered fractal expansion of nodes from a single source (input) node to multiple destination (output) nodes. The nodes represent anatomical or functional simple or complex brain units. The directional edges represent structural, functional, or causal communications between nodes. Nodes are arranged into layers in 1-to-4 and 1-to-9 fractalisation schemes. Within each layer, nodes are connected by the small-world topology according to the Watts-Strogatz algorithm [66] .
The node amplitudes A i (t) denote neural activity and are given by
represents the history of activity during m previous time steps. The weights w ij of the directional edges are stochastically defined by a single parameter p representing the percolation probability of information transmission. The system is driven by white noise at the first input node i = 1, and the output noise is detected at randomly selected single nodes in the topmost layer. The time-dependent output is analysed in terms Fourier spectra, spectral power and relative spectral entropy [87] . The network percolation algorithm produces patterns that are similar to human EEG patterns, and broadly describes how the frequency and power distributions of the α, β, γ, δ signals change going from conscious to unconscious states during anesthesia. In particular, the model reveals emergence of phase coherence and synchronisation at a critical threshold.
In summary: Zhou et al. [87] propose that the behaviour of the model supports the notion that consciousness may arise from the same basic statistical processes as those governing the self-organised criticality, regulated by a single connectivity parameter. They state that the results agree with clinical observations of (i) a spectral shift of power toward lower frequency during sedation and (ii) a sharp transition between conscious and unconscious states within an extremely narrow anesthetic concentration range.
One may now wonder what is the relevance of the thalamo-cortical SMN communication network for identifying consciousness? A way (my way) to see this is to note that the model is generic, including no biological detail. The fractal structure is generic, and should describe the path from any specific "input" node to any other distant "output" node in any of the major networks discussed before: DMN, CEN, SN, CN, SMN.
Since the model [87] connects the computed EEG time pattern for the model SMN with actual clinical results for the global brain, the result should be relevant for the appearance of phase coherence and synchronisation in generic large-scale brain networks. Which specific network, if any, is the home of consciousness is a different matter, to be discussed in the next Section.
Consciousness and cognition
Current paradigms: GNW and IIT
For the last two decades, neurobiological paradigms have been largely dominated by Global Neural Workspace (GNW) theory [15-17, 19, 78, 79] and Integrated Information Theory (IIT) [23-25, 27, 121] . Both GNW [19] and IIT [27] are founded in neurobiology and the functionality of neural circuits, but the way they make use of the common experimental knowledge is fundamentally different. Broadly speaking, GNW [19] describes consciousness as a computable global property of a neural network, while IIT [27] posits that consciousness is connected with high values of irreducible global network information. IIT predicts that a sophisticated simulation of a human brain running on a digital computer cannot be conscious -even if it can speak in a manner indistinguishable from a human being [27] . This is in stark contrast to the predictions of GNW which posits that machines (AIs) will be able to show consciousness at a number of different high levels [19] independently of the substrate.
Both schools are addressing the same basic experimental facts, and the differences seem rooted in concepts and beliefs developed three decades ago. During the last decades, brain imaging technologies like EEG, MEG, PET and fMRI have made it possible to study the behaviour of the brain in time and space, discovering a wide range of brain patterns connected with all sorts of conditions from vegetative states, via various forms of unconsciousness, via mental diseases, to normal brains and behaviours. Moreover, by stimulating the brain with external magnetic pulses -transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) -and recording EEG spectra and/or fMRI images, one can get information about correlations in time and space [20, [122] [123] [124] [125] [126] [127] ].
Tononi's information integration theory (IIT) [22, 23] treats consciousness as a global irreducible state of a complex system characterised by a single parameter Φ describing the information content. The Φ parameter is effectively obtained by averaging the EEG output from repeated TMS pulses and zip-compressing the output data. Simple regular patterns characterising unconscious states will have low Φ, while conscious states with high activity will show high Φ. Koch [27] refers to it as a "consciousness meter". Maquire et al. have discussed understanding consciousness as data compression [128] , and argued that consciousness may not be computable [129] .
IIT is axiomatic and puts itself at the side of Dualism, and there is no bottomup computational basis for predictions. A critical analysis of IIT is given by Aaronson [130] , with response by Tononi [131] . Further critical analyses of IIT versus Functionalism/GNW have been provided by Cerullo [132] , Fallon [133, 134] and Bayne [135] .
In contrast, computational neurobiology is based on concrete models of brain networks, and GNW belongs to this class. Real brain networks have a hierarchical network structure [19, 20, 67, 136] . GNW posits that local structures are able to access collective properties of the entire network, accessing the global workspace, and that this possibly represents consciousness. Like seeing an object (a local visual response) may trigger the recall of a scene, an episode, out of memory.
Global dynamics and EEG patterns in models of brain networks
Arguably, the only systematic, albeit time consuming, way to make progress is to develop and test top-down and bottom-up models against each other, in order to converge to a consistent picture. The top-down models must correctly describe behavioural patterns.
The bottom-up models should describe the corresponding properties of the physical network. Together they must provide verifiable neural correlates of consciousness (NCC) [120] . The percolation model [87] is an example of a top-down global model that captures some essential global properties.
It seems that the most rational approach is to define basic consciousness in terms of the real-time dynamics of the default mode DMN resting state network, the highestlevel global network, when identified as consciousness in brain imaging. In this state, the subject is "day-dreaming", thinking about things with all couplings to attention networks effectively turned off. This is at the core of self-awareness, at the stage where psychedelics will dissolve the "self". At the extreme, this could perhaps be a person with completely-locked-in syndrome (CLIS), immersed in thought but unable to communicate (except via the EEG pattern [137] [138] [139] [140] [141] ). Since the DMN is a global network, there is no reason to associate NCC with any particular module or hub -the proper NCC should be the dynamic global pattern. Nevertheless, features of the DMN dynamics should be able to read out locally, e.g. at nodes by other networks.
Cognition is quite a different matter, involving attention and action. Cognition is defined as (i) "the mental action or process of acquiring knowledge and understanding thought, experience, and the senses" as well as (ii) "a perception, sensation, idea, or intuition resulting from the process of cognition". The first definition (i) is operational and tangible, and can be characterised by network activities. The second definition (ii) is abstract: the concrete manifestations of subjective experience -qualia -must necessarily be identified via the results of mental action and subsequent physical information processing.
Default Mode Network -the key to the self ?
The concept of a top-level Default Mode Network (DMN; see Sect. 4) was introduced by Reichle et al. in 2001 [143] in order to describe the "introspective mind-wandering" resting state of the brain as evidenced by fMRI and PET [144] .
As discussed before, there are good reasons for regarding the global DMN as the home of self-consciousness. Ideally it represents the brain and mind of a person totally disconnected from input from the environment. The effects of psychedelics induce a deeper introspection and dissolution of the "self" and can be traced to changes in the connectivity of the DMN [61] [62] [63] [64] .
The DMN is often characterised as a "task-negative network" [143, 144] because it "shuts down" when an interrupt signal is requesting attention (like good old microprocessors). The generic term task-positive network (TPN) is then sometimes used to refer to a collection of attention and action networks (CEN, SN, CN, SMN) that are anti-correlating with the DMN: when they "turn" on because of some external input, they make the DMN "turn off" ("stop thinking"). The command can of course also come from inside, as a self-conscious decision to pay attention, and even to perform a task.
Cognition implies interaction with the external environment through sensors involving touch (SMN), hearing, seeing and smelling. Cognition also involves interaction with the internal environment, e.g. with memory, through pure contemplation. An external sound or an internal bright idea will excite the CEN to demand attention and action via the DMN. The internal environment involves the salience network (SN) and the cerebellum (CN) expressing perception, emotions, fear, anger. Evolution must have used it to reward us and to save us from danger [99, [145] [146] [147] [148] [149] .
To be able to build a network that displays some elementary form of consciousness that can be identified in operational terms (e.g. EEG pattern), it then seems reasonable to expect that one "only" needs a minimal model of the brain containing the essential collective (global) and local network properties. This may have nothing to do with human consciousness, but that is a different matter. To go on, one can include elementary versions of major components of the TPN to give the system memory and some ability of self-monitoring and self-reflection. It may be a formidable task, but it seems doable.
Levels and disorders of consciousness
"Level of consciousness (LoC)" is an exceedingly complex concept. It is at the core of much of the philosophical confusion, but also, and more importantly, is at the focus of current clinical medical attention [150, 151] . "Disorders of Consciousness (DoC)" range from coma and vegetative state (VS)/unresponsive wakefulness (UWS) through minimally conscious states (MCS) to full awareness and cognition. This is then to be compared with normal states of sleep and states induced by sedation and drugs (including psychedelics). The MCS-label is problematic, because MCS is not a welldefined state: it covers a broad range of responses and needs to be "expanded" in a multi-dimensional space of brain patterns and behaviours [150] [151] [152] [153] .
In a recent review in Science: "What is consciousness, and could machines have it?", Dehaene, Lau, and Kouider [19] discuss how to define different LoCs, and how artificial systems might perceive things. In particular Dehaene et al. [19] propose that the word "consciousness" combines two different types of information-processing computations in the brain: the selection of information for global broadcasting, thus making it flexibly available for computation and reporting (C1), and the selfmonitoring of those computations, leading to a subjective sense of certainty or error (C2). Moreover, Dehaene et al. argue, not surprisingly, that current machines are still mostly implementing computations that reflect unconscious processing (C0) in the human brain.
A recent example could be AlphaGo Zero, the AI that is the new master of the game of Go [154] . A way to characterise the ability of machines might be to apply the emerging multi-dimensional knowledge and taxonomy of "Disorders of Consciousness (DoC)" [150] [151] [152] [153] to descibe their behaviour. Like "What can a human do that a machine can't"? Actually, one might argue that most challenging question might be "What are intentions, emotions, and common sense, and could machines have them?"
For AlphaGo Zero to reach the C1 level, it must be able to explain how it arrived at various decisions during a game of Go and report to the world -this needs episodic memory. And to reach level C2 it must be able to remember its reasoning and critically analyse its behaviour -this takes a lot of memory and higher network functions. This memory and higher functions is the crux of the matter, still to be developed and evolved.
From coma to completely-locked-in syndrome
Seen from the outside, coma/VS/UWS and completely-locked-in syndrome (CLIS) look similar -no signs of motor response from the patient to any external input. On the inside, however, VS/UWS [142] looks very different from CLIS [137] [138] [139] [140] [141] .
A completely-locked-in state (CLIS) is typical for the final state of ALS, but can also result from stroke. CLIS is characterised by broken connections with the output circuits, specifically the motor circuits -the person is completely paralysed. ALS is a complex case of neurodegeneracy [155] , with motor neurons and axons dying in the motor cortex and/or in the spine. After stroke, the muscles and nerves are still there, but important motor regions of the brain are damaged. Nevertheless, CLIS patients can hear, which means they can show attention and respond internally "in the mind" to commands, but not activate the SMN.
If we take the experimentally established small-world-network view, the brain consists of a number of tightly connected local nodes coupled together to a global network. Moreover, many of these local nodes are connected to internal and external sensors for monitoring the environment. This means that they together could produce a number of collective (global) signals, e.g. a variety if EEG patterns, including neural correlates for perceptual and attentional states [156] . It also means that perception and awareness may critically depend on the sensor environment -multisensory perception [157] [158] [159] [160] .
Reading the brain with image processing and machine learning
Neural Correlates of Consciousness (NCC) necessarily involve time dependent brain patterns, resulting from intrinsic or extrinsic actions and detected with EEG, MEG, PET, fMRI, fNIRS [138] , etc. Structural patterns will underlie it all, but dynamic patterns are essential for NCC. This is particularly important because it opens the way for direct communication with persons with severe disabilities [138-140, 142, 164] .
To make use of the time-dependent EEG spectrum one needs to develop useful measures to extract the most relevant information. A commonly used measure is spectral entropy in various forms [87, 140, [161] [162] [163] [164] [165] [166] . However, one can anticipate that advanced methods to extract time-dependent correlations will eventually be developed. Important progress has been made possible by the recent development in realtime spectral and image processing using machine learning (ML) based on deep neural networks [167] [168] [169] . Recent examples involve cognitive functioning in fragile-X syndrome [170] , Alzheimer's disease [171] , detection of depression [172] , and predicting sex from brain rhythms [173] .
Recently Shen et al. [174, 175] performed deep image reconstruction by recording human brain activity. A picture of an animal was shown to a person and to a camera. A deep ANN was trained to identify the pixelated camera picture and compare with the fMRI signal pattern. In the end, the trained ANN was able to display, pixel by pixel, unknown pictures shown to the human. The accuracy was low, but there was some clear resemblance.
In related work, Fong et al. [176] used human brain activity to guide a machine learning algorithm, taking fMRI measurements of human brain activity from subjects viewing images, and infusing the data into the training process of an object recognition learning algorithm. After training, the neurally-weighted classifiers were able to classify images without requiring any additional neural data [176] .
It follows that EEG/fMRI readout plus real-time data analysis and image processing plus deep ML with ANNs may provide amazing opportunities for feedback and control in both directions: the real brain can train the ANN, and the ANN can train the brain. Training a human brain could take the form of interaction via the normal senses, as well as through artificial sensors, including implanted ones. An example is an implanted electrode array picking up signals from the motor cortex of an ALS patient [177] , replacing part of the brain's sensorimotor system by an artificial one.
Quantum cognition
Cognition is the (human) mental process of acquiring knowledge and understanding via thought, experience, and senses. If consciousness and cognition are global emergent phenomena in a sufficiently complex biological brain, how can cognition be influenced by quantum physics? And, would it make any difference, would we even notice?
If one searches for "Quantum consciousness" one gets right into a world of quantum mysticism, quantum mind and quantum healing. If one instead searches for "Quantum cognition" one meets an active research field in psychology [178] [179] [180] [181] [182] , applying quantum probability theory to human behaviour to model the phenomenology of human decision making: contextuality (experimental conditions), uncertainty, incompatibility, and dependence on order. An alternative view [182] suggests that contextual effects may be better modelled by allowing non-observable probabilities to take negative values to describe certain contextual incompatible stochastic processes, rather than describing them by quantum probabilities.
Further search along the lines of "Quantum games", "Quantum decisions" and "Quantum finance" opens up a world of quantum applications for rational decision making [183] [184] [185] [186] [187] [188] [189] . All these fields are variants of optimisation problems, usually involving Ising-type quantum spin Hamiltonians generalising classical binary problems. To provide quantum advantage (i.e. exponential speedup) the algorithms must run on quantum hardware.
Quantum effects in the brain -would we even notice?
But what about quantum enhanced cognition in biological brains? Arguably, from a materialist/functionalist point of the potential power of quantum cognition must be related to a corresponding classical biological model of cognition. One needs to start from a reasonable model for consciousness and cognition and argue for how physical quantum effects will improve performance.
There is a variety of ideas how quantum effects might influence or control perception, consciousness and cognition (see e.g. [190] [191] [192] [193] for discussion and references). In some scenarios, quantum effects in the brain tend to be linked to local, or even global, quantum coherent processing and entanglement, but few of them are anchored in realistic brain models of biology and cognition.
As discussed in Sect. 5, experimentally based realistic network models of the brain have been developed during the last two-three decades. However, issues of neural correlates of consciousness (NCC) have tended to depreciate those models as reductionist, unable to explain the essential hard questions.
This has now arguably changed for good: the development during the last three to five years has confirmed basic network models, demonstrated global dynamic brain-like behaviour and identified reasonable NCCs. We therefore now have concepts and tools -levels of consciousness (LoC) and disorders of consciousness (DoC) (Sect. 5) -for discussing and assessing in a verifiable manner how quantum effects might influencebut not create! -consciousness and cognition.
Biochemical quantum effects on cognition
At the local biochemical molecular level, it is all quantum. Quantum tunnelling, interference and entanglement may play decisive roles in biochemical reactions via intermediate transition-state complexes. Quantum effects underlie protein folding, and the functioning of enzymes and ribosomes. Malfunction and destruction of neurons and nerves in ALS [155] might be influenced by biochemical quantum effects. Nevertheless, these are "trivial quantum effects" in the context of consciousness and cognition.
On the contrary, the balance between two types of serotonine receptors in the cortex [63] is perhaps the best example of how biochemical quantum effects can directly influence consciousness and cognition ("dissolution of the self") by modifying the functional connectivity in the default mode network (DMN). This can then be generalised to all sorts of chemical agents and external probes that modify the functional connectivity of the DMN, globally or locally, perhaps also via coupling to and feedback from the task-positive attention networks (TPN).
The nature and range of coherence in time and space in receptor complexes is still an open question (see Jedlicka [190] for a recent review of quantum biology). However, ideas of macroscopic quantum coherence in brain networks remain pure speculation and are completely unwarranted.
Fisher's idea of flying spin qubits
Nevertheless, a recent paper by Fisher [194] presents an interesting proposal for how it might be possible to influence chemistry in the brain by entangled quantum processes involving well-protected flying spin qubits. Fisher's approach can be viewed as a bottom-up approach, developing a concrete mechanism for coherent quantum processing based on physical long-coherence quantum components, with no need for quantum error correction. The model explicitly deals with quantum computing in the brain, encapsulating phosphorous spin qubits in phosphate ions, paired into "Posner molecules" to provide potentially long-lived spin qubits, entangled pairs, and quantum memory (many seconds).
Fisher argues that the enzyme-catalysed chemical reactions can entangle spin qubit pairs, and that the pairs can be transported to synapses and released in such ways that resulting neurotransmitter cascades are entangled and give rise to non-local correlations. Fisher takes the capability of modulating the excitability and signalling of neurons as a working definition of "quantum cognition".
The obvious objection is the same as before: the proposed coherent processes can possibly locally entangle some components or nodes, but hardly globally entangle the brain network. It might influence rate coefficients in the classical brain network, but hardly provide anything like quantum computing, or genuine "quantum cognition" that would not exist in the classical brain.
Even if Fisher's quantum processes do not exist in the brain, it seems technically possible to build artificial chemical systems that might display such effects -that the outcome of the chemical reactions depend on entanglement created at some point. This is similar to the proposed mechanism for magnetoreception [195] [196] [197] .
Stapp's view of a quantum brain
Stapp takes a top-down dualist view, arguing for a global quantum brain where coherence is maintained by mental action [198] [199] [200] . Stapp's core argument is that basic brain components are best understood in quantum terms, and the brain itself must be treated as a quantum system. This evidently leads to the need for a quantum coherent brain, and Stapp developed a theory describing the effects of mental action on brain activity as achieved by a Quantum Zeno Effect that is not weakened by decoherence (see [192] for an opposing view). Thus, terms having intrinsic mentalistic and/or experiential content (qualia), like "feeling", "knowing" and "effort", are included as primary causal factors. Nevertheless, like in all other theories, there is really no functional relation between the quantum brain network and qualia, modelling the emergence of feelings in a quantum network.
Penrose/Hameroff and orchestrated objective reduction
During the 1980s, Stuart Hameroff proposed a classical version of protein-connected microtubules as classical molecular automata performing basic computational logic of the living state [201] . In that work, there was no mention of quantum oscillators, and it was in line with other ideas within the fields of molecular computing and artificial life. However, the collaboration with Penrose took microtubules to a hypothetical quantum level. In his 1994 book "Shadows of the Mind", Penrose [202] hypothesised that human consciousness is non-algorithmic (non-computable) and therefore cannot be simulated by a universal Turing machine, let alone a classical digital computer.
Penrose chose to connect his view of non-computable consciousness with his views on the foundation of quantum mechanics: objective reduction (OR) postulates that quantum gravitational interaction at the Planck scale will inevitably make quantum wavefunctions collapse physically, and that the collapse is non-computable (but still physical!). Penrose apparently regarded quantum mechanics to be fundamentally noncomputable, thus providing a tool for understanding a likewise non-computable brain.
In a subsequent 1996 paper [203] Hameroff and Penrose introduced microtubule networks as quantum coherent networks performing quantum computing. They postulated that resultant self-collapse of the quantum network wavefunction (orchestrated objective reduction, Orch-OR), irreversible in time, creates an instantaneous "now" event, and that sequences of such events create a flow of time, and consciousness [203] . It is interesting to note that the Orch-OR picture does not require very long coherence times -"only" in the 100 millisecond range corresponding to the time frame for classical nervous processes and human cognition. However, in 2000 Tegmark [204] calculated that the coherence time in microtubules would fall in the picosecond range or shorter (requiring a very fast-thinking brain).
Even if a "warm, wet and noisy" environment can allow longer coherence times, milliseconds is still a very long time. Moreover, it does not really matter: it all hinges on Penrose postulating that non-computational quantum mechanical ingredients are present in nature, and that the wavefunction collapse -not the quantum computation itself -causes the quality of consciousness. If this were true, which is not likely, there would necessarily exist some physical mechanism to be found.
Most other models are based on efficient quantum computation in a computable brain, and then very long coherence times become essential.
Back to reality -the classical brain
At this point, the still engaged reader may ask why bother arguing about theories and hypotheses that one anyway rejects? Views that can be regarded as outdated and/or manifestly unrealistic? The answer is that many of these ideas about quantum physics, human mind and free will are still highly visible, and often promoted by highly respected, famous and influential scientists and philosophers. They present topics for deep and interesting discussions, and the popular books describing the ideas are often highly rated.
The problem is that they also contribute to creating an artificial conflict between up-to-date materialism/functionalism and quantum physics. It is time to develop narratives that are driven by a genuine interest in presenting modern views on how to integrate functionalism and quantum physics with consciousness and cognition, rather than promoting far-out views based on often speculative ways of how to interpret quantum mechanics. The discussion in the first part of this section hopefully provides a realistic view of how local quantum effects on the functional connectivity of classical brain networks may influence consciousness and cognition.
Quantum neural networks -quantum brains ?
The brain is certainly not a quantum computer, and significant quantum-enhanced functionality influencing consciousness and cognition in biological brains is very unlikely. However, small quantum computers and simulators are emerging: it is now possible to implement quantum algorithms and protocols on systems with 10-20 qubits [4] , and operational systems with 50-100 qubits will be available in the immediate future [4, 205] . Such systems form real-space physical qubit networks, and the gate operations creates networks in state (Hilbert) space.
The notion of "Quantum brain" refers to quantum neural networks (QNN) and recurrent QNNs (RQNN). It may be anything from a simple network of connected qubits to networks of important complexity, e.g. a hierachial distributed network of quantum nodes that are networks in themselves. The obvious question is: can such quantum networks mimic a biological brain, combining the strengths of neural processing with the exponentially larger state space and potential algorithmic speedup of quantum systems to achieve some form of quantum AI -QAI? A generic answer is "yes, in principle"and QNNs are obvious platforms for hybrid analogue-digital QC (ADQ).
Actually, the present and near-future NISQ processors [205] face similar problems as biological brains: in practice a "noisy, warm and wet" environment. A major problem for quantum computing is decoherence and loss of entanglement. This means that the present applications of digital algorithms necessarily can only have low depth and a rather small number of gates.
In classical CMOS hardware is now possible to physically configure chips to function as a network of neurons and synapses [49, 51] . One can also design and simulate the neural network and all of its functions in software (see e.g. Human Brain project -HBP) [206] . In principle one could imagine a similar quantum software approach if one has access to a large coherent QC, e.g. simulating quantum perceptrons [207, 208] , and synaptic weights and neurons [209, 210] . However, this may be neither realistic nor efficient: such large QCs will need error correction, and are for the distant future, if at all. A digital QC approach may not be particularly useful for brain-like applications. There are however interesting proposals for building QNN components in hardware [211] [212] [213] [214] .
Quantum reservoir computing (QRC)
In Sect. 4 we described reservoir computing (RC) with recurrent classical neural networks as a very promising approach to modelling the dynamics and functionality of components of a brain. As discussed by Enel et al. [92] , mixed selectivity in cortical neurons [119] , representing a variety of situations defined by current sensor inputs, is readily obtained in randomly connected RNNs. In this context, these reservoir networks reproduce the highly recurrent nature of local cortical connectivity [92] .
It is then natural to investigate the computational power of complex dynamical quantum systems in a similar way using recurrent quantum networks -RQNN. Quantum reservoir computing (QRC) might be particularly useful for quantum information processing because loss of memory -fading memory -is a key RC resource, and there is no need for global control of the reservoir network. Present and emerging quantum hardware with limited coherence should be able to serve as a fading-memory reservoir for QRC.
The field is just opening up, and there are so far only a few papers on the topic. Fujii and Nakajima [215] have performed numerical QRC experiments that show that quantum systems consisting of 5-7 qubits possess computational capabilities comparable to conventional RNNs with 100-500 nodes. Nakajima et al. [216] introduce a spatial multiplexing scheme to boost the computational power via multiple different quantum systems driven by common input streams in parallel. Kutvonen et al. [217] study memory capacity and accuracy of a QRC based on the fully connected transverse field Ising model. They show that variation in inter-spin interactions leads to a better memory capacity in general, by engineering the type of interactions the capacity can be greatly enhanced and there exists an optimal timescale at which the capacity is maximised.
Machine learning in feed-forward and recurrent QNNs
There is a huge number of recent papers using machine learning (ML) to train artificial neural networks to implement algorithms and protocols, e.g. for classifying data. There is an excellent review article by Biamonte et al. [218] which, together with a number of recent research papers on Hopfield recurrent QNNs [219, 220] , quantum Boltzmann machines [221, 222] , quantum circuit QNNs [223, 224] , and quantum agents and artificial intelligence [225] [226] [227] [228] [229] [230] , covers most of the field.
Here we will only briefly discuss two papers [223, 224] that promise applications for "Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum" (NISQ) processors [205] by generating QNNs as sequences of quantum circuit gates implemented in a "standard" quantum computer.
Farhi and Neven [224] construct the quantum circuit as a sequence of parameter dependent unitary transformations which acts on an input quantum state. For classification of binary data, the input quantum state is an n-bit computational basis state corresponding to a sample string. Farhi and Neven [224] show how to design a circuit made from two qubit unitaries that can correctly represent the label (effectively parity) of any Boolean function of n bits. Through classical simulation the parameters can be found that allow the QNN to learn to correctly distinguish the two data sets. Farhi and Neven [224] anticipate that it will be possible to run this QNN on a near term gate model quantum computer where its power can be explored beyond what can be explored with simulation.
Mitarai et al. [223] propose a hybrid classical-quantum algorithm for machine learning -quantum circuit learning (QCL) -that they suggest can provide an alternative to the Variational Quantum Eigensolver (VQE) and the Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm (QAOA). QCL and QRC both pass the central optimisation procedure to a classical computer. In QRC, the output is defined by a set of observables taken from quantum many-body dynamics driven with a fixed Hamiltonian, and the weight vector is tuned on a classical device to minimise the cost function. In contrast, QCL tunes the whole network and can be regarded as a QNN with tunable couplings, the quantum counterpart of a basic neural network.
Perspectives
Thomas Nagel's book "Why the Materialist Neo-Darwinian Conception of Nature is Almost Certainly False" [32] played a pivotal role in forming my view of how philosophers underestimate the power of science, especially classical physics. The view in that book is that even the modern materialist approach to life fails to explain consciousness, intentionality, meaning, and value. Therefore, according to Nagel, this threatens the entire naturalistic world picture, extending to biology, evolutionary theory, and cosmology. The simple fact is, of course, that we have no idea of whether modern materialist approaches to life fail before they provably fail. And that may take a long time and lots of patience to find out.
Or maybe not: the recent experimental and modelling progress to understand the brain's global and local network structure and dynamics is amazing: the "hard problem of consciousness" has dissolved, and the classical complexity of the brain is huge but not overwhelming. There is no reason to consider quantum complexity: quantum effects are basically biochemical, able to influence both the local and global functional connectivity of brain networks. This can evidently influence consciousness, cognition and motor responses, but has nothing to do with a "quantum mind". An individual's subjective experience of "value, intention and meaning" is the result of internal classical information processing of interacting networks, comparing the various physical experiences of that individual. Functional network disorder can then obviously create highly personal views of "value, intention and meaning".
It is interesting to note that the most visible actors have often been people in quantum physics of particles and fields who have a strong interest in the "physics" of the mind, or people in biology, medicine and philosophy with a strong interest in esoteric concepts in quantum physics, like superposition, coherence, entanglement, measurement and wavefunction collapse. As a result, views of quantum physics have often bordered to quantum mysticism, and been used to support panpsychism and a universal mind based on tentative quantum processes in biological brain components.
The optimistic conclusion of this paper is that we may soon be facing a paradigm shift where some basic mechanisms of consciousness and cognition can be efficiently described by classical analogue and digital systems. The problem will then be to understand the spectrum of consciousness and self-awareness, from bacteria and C. elegans via Lucy and modern man, to future AIs that report experiences and emotions.
At the present level of knowledge in neurobiology, quantum processes probably play no significant role for cognition. However, this can change in future artificial cognitive systems involving quantum circuits, with quantum agents living in quantum networks and demonstrating free will [225] . Nevertheless, even these powerful quantum agents [225] will still have limited power -Nature will only solve really hard problems approximately, and quantum computers may not always have any advantage.
There is an old Swedish proverb: "När fan blir gammal blir han religiös" ("When the devil grows old he becomes religious"). Closing in, we tend to challenge established views, sometimes moving to the extreme edges, searching for the meaning of it all. The radical new insight is that we might in fact be able to understand who we are, given a bit of time.
For some people, the year is 2023. In a recent article in New Scientist a Swedish science writer describes an interesting encounter in Europe 1998. Quoting Per Snaprud [234] : "Twenty years ago this week, two young men sat in a smoky bar in Bremen, northern Germany. Neuroscientist Christof Koch and philosopher David Chalmers had spent the day lecturing at a conference about consciousness, and they still had more to say. After a few drinks, Koch suggested a wager. He bet a case of fine wine that within the next 25 years someone would discover a specific signature of consciousness in the brain. Chalmers said it wouldn't happen, and bet against."
The core of the bet is to demonstrate a convincing neural correlate of consciousness (NCC) by 2023. For Koch it would be an experimental "consciousness meter", providing convincing response seen in EEG brain waves after zapping the brain with an electromagnetic pulse [26, 27] .
The recent development, as described in Sect. 5, suggests that David Chalmers will have to buy the wine. However, they should drink the wine together, and invite Stanislas Dehaene to join, because Christof Koch will not really win. The delocalised global default mode network (DMN) is verifiably the best model for the home of consciousness, and the NCC is given by the dynamics of the DMN resting state as manifested in the information content (entropy) of the EEG spectrum. In practice, the NCC is already used clinically to map disorders of consciousness and to create methods for two-way communication, training and control. This will probably lead to a quite dramatic development during the next decades, assisted by a parallel development of machine learning and AI. However, one can expect exciting progress already in the near futurethere will be good reasons for Koch and Chalmers to share a case of wine in 2023.
